2015 DRAMA CUP XC OPEN (23-26 July 2015)

2015 DRAMA CUP XC OPEN (FAI cat.2)
INTERNATIONAL PARAGLIDING COMPETITION

DRAMA, KORILOVOS 23-26 JULY 2015

Competition is canceled due to organization problems

ON LINE REGISTRATION FORM

PILOT LIST

LATEST NEWS

New website at LiveTrack24/events HERE

Air club EOLOS of DRAMA organize this year a XC competition at Korilovos hill in order to
attract new pilots in competitions in a friendly enviroment and promote the sport to the citizens
of Drama.

The main takeoff for the competition will be at Korilovos hill (waypoint D01049).The take off is
big enough for 3 gliders to takeoff at the same time, only pilots ready for takeoff will be entering
the takeoff area, it will be a special place for preparing the equipment and restart will be
possible in case of a bomb out (early landing) around the take off area.
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The take off is located at the top of Korilovos hill, just ten minutes from the landing area, have
400 meters vertical drop and the road is all the way asphalt .

We will try to cover all the competition with Leonardo Live.

Will be allowed ONLY CERTIFIED GLIDERS.

***Maximum number of pilots 50***

PROGRAM

LOCAL RULES

ACCOMMODATION

HOW TO GET TO DRAMA
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Download Drama Waypoints

Watch the latest news and many photos in our Facebook page.

RESULTS

Task1

Task2

Task3

Task4

Total

ENTRY FEE
- 50 euro (payment at the final registration)
The entry fee covers transportation to the take
off, retrieve from main asphalt roads, maps, graphic material, pizza party with beers at Saturday
afternoon and a snack (lunch packet) per day for each pilot.

GENERAL
HQ will be at the landing area at the Korilovos ring road (waypoint A08017).
Race will go on according to the FAI rules and Local rules.
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Pilot's documents and equipment required during on site registration:

- Valid FAI sporting license and CIVL number
- Flying licence
- Signed Release of Liability Document
- Medical insurance covering paragliding (proof will be checked at competition registration)
- Third party liability insurance covering paragliding (proof will be checked at competition
registration)
- Satisfactory evidence of glider airworthiness according to Section 7B
- VHF radio 2m
- Certified helmet and rescue parachute
- Compatible GPS with cable for connection to PC
TRANSPORT
Trucks and cars will be leaving for the take off from the HQ.
Pilots and gliders transportation will be starting at 11:00 in order all pilots to be at the take off at
11:30.
Any changes in the transportation will be announced by the organizer in time.
PRIZES The first three pilots in the overall ranking, first female, first EN-C, first EN-B will
receive souvenir trophies.
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